Beauty Trend: Fake Freckles
Are In!
By Marissa Donovan
Fake freckles are a popular beauty trend that many people are
drawn to this summer. People like this look because it brings
attention to their eyes. From sun-kissed freckles to glitter
freckles, there are many techniques to accomplishing this fun
trend. It’s time to determine which freckles work best for
you!

This cosmetic craze of a beauty
trend is sweeping across social
media this summer! What are the
best looks and methods for wearing
fake freckles?
1. Sun-Kissed Freckles: This soft look has also been a
favorite among the stars. Emma Stone and Emma Watson have been
setting this celebrity trend at Hollywood events. For
achieving this look, use a brown felt tip eyeliner pen and
gently tap the pen on the bridge of your nose. Gradually
continue making freckles by tapping under your eyes and above
your cheeks. Finish the look by using a light bronzer and
make-up powder brush. This will blend the brown pigments
together creating a tan freckled look!
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Related Link: Product Review: Check Out Selfie Tan’n Go
Instant Bronzers — Just in Time for Summer!
2. Full faced freckles: This look is made for those desiring
the full effect. Grab a brown root cover spray and a paper
towel for testing. Practice lightly spraying the root spray on
a paper towel before applying to your face. Be careful with
this step because spraying too quickly will cause a mess all
over your face. When you’re ready, tilt your head back and
spray on the desired areas you wish to have freckles.
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Related Link: Product Review: This Summer Don’t Let Your
Skincare Suffer From The Sun
3. Glitter Freckles: These freckles may not look realistic,
yet many people are catching on to this fairy themed
appearance! Apply the bridge of your nose and the tops of your
cheeks with a small amount of vaseline. You can then add your
choice of glitter to the areas of vaseline with your fingers.
There’s also glitter tattoo freckles for easy application that
you can order online. This look is great for music festivals
or days at the beach!
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Related Link: Fairidescent Make-Up Is Adding New Shine to
Beauty Trends This Year
Will you be wearing fake freckles anytime soon? Let us know in
the comments!

